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I show that the definition of angular momentum at null infinity given by A. Rizzi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1150
~1998!, reduces to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner definition at spatial infinity in the appropriate limit. This iden-
tification reinforces the gauge condition of the null definition as well as the null definition itself. Insight into
the place of the null and spatial definitions is also gained. The methods used in this paper are very useful for
understanding far-field problems in general relativity; a set of Appendixes gives details of the methods.
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Until recently, there was no definition of angular momen-
tum in general relativity that allowed for a nontrivial conser-
vation law. The only definition of angular momentum that
was consistent within general relativity was the Arnowitt-
Deser-Misner ~ADM! spatial definition @1,2,3#; this defini-
tion gave an angular momentum for the entire space-time.
The ADM definition was only marginally useful, because it
allowed no way of speaking of the exchange of angular mo-
mentum. That is, one could not even make simple conserva-
tion statements, such as a system with angular momentum L
gave up DL and was thereby left with L2DL . Previous
attempts at defining this basic quantity in a satisfactory way
failed for various reasons; prime among these reasons was
the so-called supertranslation ambiguity. These problems
were solved in Ref. @4#. In the present paper, I will show that
the definition of angular momentum at null infinity given in
@4# reduces to the ADM definition1 in the appropriate limit.
The agreement between the two definitions strengthens our
overall understanding of angular momentum in general rela-
tivity. Since the ADM definition is well established it lends
another successful test to the definition given in @4#. Further-
more, it gives context to the ADM definition. To avoid
wordiness, henceforth the definition given in @4# will be re-
ferred to as the null-AM definition or simply the null defini-
tion.
The most intuitive way of seeing that there is a point
where the definition at null infinity meets the spatial defini-
tion is to make use of the conformal picture. In the confor-
mal picture one maps infinity to a finite location. The con-
formal picture of an asymptotically flat space-time is shown
in Fig. 1. The null definition of angular momentum exists
along the axis labeled I1, ‘‘Scri1,’’ spatial infinity is shown
as a small circle marked i0.
Mathematically, one says
1By ‘‘ADM definition,’’ I mean what is canonically taken to be
the ADM definition. The ADM definition is only clear and unam-
biguous when given in the center of mass frame (PCM50) @5,6,7#.
Therefore, in this paper, ‘‘ADM definition’’ refers to the ADM
equation taken in this case.0556-2821/2001/63~10!/104002~13!/$20.00 63 1040lim
u→2‘
Lnull~u !5Lspatial
where u parametrizes I1. ~1!
To make this mathematically precise, we recast the spatial
and null definitions in terms of a space-time foliation adapted
to the appropriate limits. We will work in strongly asymp-
totically flat ~SAF! space-times ~cf. Appendix A!.
We use the optical-maximal foliation. This is my name
for the foliation used in Christodoulou and Klainerman’s
book @8# on the nonlinear stability of the Minkowski space.
As the name suggests, the optical-maximal foliation is the S2
foliation ~an S2 foliation is one with leaves that are topologi-
cally S2! that results from the intersection of an ‘‘optical’’
foliation and a ‘‘maximal foliation.’’
A maximal slice of space-time, designated by time t, S t ,
is a spatial slice which has maximal volume with respect to
the embedded space; mathematically this means tr(ki j)50
where ki j is extrinsic curvature of S t . One must impose two
FIG. 1. The null definition of angular momentum is valid all
along I1 which should include spatial infinity, i0. Hence, if the
limit is taken along I1 to i0, one should get the spatial definition
also know as the ADM definition.©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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~1! pick an ADM linear momentum for the slice and ~2!
choose the metric such that the lapse function,2 f, is one at
spatial infinity ~i.e., t becomes proper time at spatial infinity!.
We need the zero ADM momentum ~center of mass frame–
SAF conditions imply data set in PADM50!. Assigning such
a maximal hypersurface, S t for each t generates what will be
called the ‘‘maximal foliation.’’
The optical foliation ~cf. Chaps. 9 and 14 of @8#! is a null
2-surface foliation. It is defined everywhere far from the re-
gion of mass so that geodesics are, in a suitable sense, well-
behaved. That is, the foliation is defined everywhere exterior
to a time-like cylinder enclosing the mass. The foliation is
shown in Fig. 2. To create the foliation we do the following.
~a! Start with a maximal hypersurface, S t5tfinal, of zero
ADM momentum and construct a 1-parameter family of S2
surfaces ~i.e. surfaces which are diffeomorphic to S2! on
S t5tfinal by solving a given equation of motion ~cf. @8#, p.
411! on S t5tfinal. This process gives us the function u f de-
fined on S t5tfinal whose level surfaces will be labeled by
St f ,u f .
~b! For a given St f ,u f of S tfinal send light rays into the past
thus creating a null cone called Cu . If one does this for each
St f ,u f , he extends the optical function u f on S tfinal to an op-
tical function u in the space-time.
~c! To make the solution valid for all space-time outside
the timelike cylinder one lets tfinal→‘ .3 This gives an optical
2One can write the space-time metric as ds252f2dt2
1gi jdxidx j where f is called the lapse function.
3In taking this foliation to time-like infinity, one is making the
physically reasonable assumption that the entire space-time exists
~global existence!. However, since the proof given in this paper
takes place ‘‘near’’ spatial infinity, infinitely far away from time-
like infinity, one does not, even in a technical sense, need the proof
of global existence here. In a word, the foliation is extended to
time-like infinity only to give a complete intuitive picture of how
the space-time is sliced.
FIG. 2. The optical foliation is shown starting with one maximal
slice. This ‘‘final’’ slice starts out at finite time, t, and then a limit
is taken to the infinite future. The optical foliation is a null
2-surface folation.10400function u defined in the entire region of space-time that is
far from all mass. Thus, u is the uniquely defined function
that satisfies the so-called Eikonal equation:
gmn
]u
]xm
]u
]xn
50.
~d! Finally, to create the optical-maximal foliation we
take the intersection of a given Cu with a maximal hypersur-
face S t to get a topological S2 surface which we name St ,u .
This foliation is shown in Fig. 3. We can always choose t as
big as needed to get the desired ‘‘closeness’’ to null infinity.
@Taking this intersection is the same as using l t, lI t 4 to propa-
gate the St ,u foliation along each Cu . In this way, one could
thus vary the foliation by picking other null pairs ~cf. Appen-
dixes C and D!; we shall have occasion in this paper to do
this.#
In order to understand the reason for picking this foliation
we first introduce the ADM definition.
The ADM definition of angular momentum on a leaf S t
has the form
Ls
~ i !~ t !5
1
8p lim
r→‘
E
Sr
« iabx
a~kb j2gb jtr k !N jdA ~2!
where Sr coordinate sphere of radius r;A( ix i2, xi’s defined
in neighborhood of spatial infinity, ki j is the extrinsic curva-
ture of the leaf S t , N is exterior unit normal to Sr , and dA is
an area element of Sr .
Equation ~2! can be re-written, given a strongly asymp-
totically flat data set ~cf. Appendix A!:
4If we use 9.14c on p. 264 of @8# ~note f and a are given in
construction of maximal foliation!, we obtain l t5fal .
FIG. 3. The optical-maximal foliation is a foliation of space-
time with topologically S2 surfaces as leaves. It is constructed by
taking the intersection of the null cones of the optical foliation, the
Cu’s, and the spatial hypersurfaces, S’s, which are the leaves of the
maximal foliation.2-2
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~ i !~ t !5
1
8p lim
r→‘
E
Sr
$« iabx
akb jN j2« iabxaNbtr k%dA
~3!
5
1
8p lim
r→‘
E
Sr
« iabx
akb jN jdA ~4!
5
1
8p lim
r→‘
E
Sr
kANV~ i !
A dA ~5!
5
1
8p limt5const
u→2‘
E
Sr
eAV~ i !
A dA ~6!
where eA[kAN5
1
2 ^DAl8, lI8&, l85T1N , lI85T2N ,
with l5a21l8, lI5alI8)eA5WA2„ A ln a ,
WA5
1
2 ^DAl , lI&, ~7!
also ls51, lIu52, a2152DTu5u„uu
„ A means covariant derivative on the S2 surface
AP$1,2%, V~ i !
A is rotation vector field around the ıˆ axis.
V (i)
A are such that @V (i) ,V ( j)#5« i jkV (k) . They are rota-
tion vector fields ~they are defined pictorially in @4,9#! de-
fined on ‘‘pulled back’’ sphere’s ~cf. Appendix F!. The rota-
tion vector fields correspond, in a Euclidean space, to
rotations around the x, y and z coordinate axes. We will
propagate these fields from one pulled back sphere to another
using Lie dragging in the most natural way. We start from
null infinity on the appropriate Cu where the spheres are
actual two-spheres without need of pull-back ~and so V (i)
A are
defined very intuitively! and drag them into the space-time
using l @which to a sufficient order, near null infinity, is the
same as propagating using l t5afl ~see below!#. l is the
most natural because it is a tangent to a null geodesic which
is the path taken by gravity waves.
In short, in terms of the parameters of the above optical-
maximal foliation, the ADM angular momentum is ~using
the surface S t50!
LADM
~ i ! [Lspatial5 lim
u→2‘
1
8p ES0,ueAV~ i !A dmg . ~8!
Here dmg is the differential area element of S0,u and g is
the metric on S0,u . The null-AM definition takes the follow-
ing form using the geodesic-null pair ~cf. Appendixes C and
D! l , lI in the optical-maximal foliation:10400Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5 lim
u5const
s→‘
1
8p ESe ,uWAV~ i !A dmg
5
1
8p ESu~ZA~2 !2ZAH !V~ i !A dmg0. ~9!
Here Su[S‘ ,u is the u element of the foliation of null
infinity, and dmg0 refers to the area element of Su . The
definition of the other quantities are given in Appendixes B
and C. Equation ~9! is the same as the definition in @4#,
because the geodesic-null pair manifestly ~cf. Appendix D!
reduces to the affine foliation @4# near null infinity.
Appendix B, in turn, shows that the limit using the
geodesic-null pair to foliate the null cones is the same as
using the t-null pair ~cf. Appendixes C and D! l t, lI t. Thus, we
have
Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5 lim
u5const
t→‘
1
8p ESt ,uWAV~ i !A dmgt .
Now, to make the above somewhat fuzzy postulate, 1,
more precise we take
Lt ,u
~ i ! ~u !5
1
8p ESt ,ueAV~ i !A dmgt
where everything is again in the optical-maximal foliation
using the t-null pair. For example, the area element is that of
a small piece of St ,u called dmg
t
. If we can show
lim
u→2‘
Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5 lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
Lt ,u
~ i ! ~10!
then we can rewrite Eq. ~1! which we seek to prove:
Lspatial5 lim
u→2‘
Lnull
~ i ! ~u ! ~11!
becomes
lim
u→2‘
Lt50,u
~ i ! 5 lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
Lt ,u
~ i !
. ~12!
Here, to be concrete, we set t50; Eq. ~12! is of course
true for every constant t slice.
@Note using the fact the ADM angular momentum is the
same on every time slice, one can write Eq. ~12! as:
lim
t→‘
lim
u→2‘
Lt ,u
~ i !5 lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
Lt ,u
~ i !
.
That is, under the stated conditions, one can swap the u and
t limits.#
There are thus two equations that must be proved: Eq.
~10! and Eq. ~12!. We now proceed to those proofs; we prove
Eq. ~12! in Secs. II and III, and Eq. ~10! is proved in Sec. IV.2-3
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u\À‘L0,u
i˜lim
u\À‘limt\‘Lt ,u
i WHEN
zL˙ z¸CÕrb FOR bÌ1
Because L0,u
(i) is independent of t, one can insert the t limit
~i.e. L0,u
(i) 5 lim
t→‘
L0,u
(i) ! on the LHS of Eq. ~12!, and rewrite it as
lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
$L0,u
~ i ! 2Lt ,u
~ i ! %50
D85 lim
u→2‘
$L0,u
~ i ! 2L‘ ,u
~ i ! %50.
Hence, we want to show that D850.
Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, one obtains
D8[ lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
E
0
t ]L~ t8,u !
]t
dt8.
We further define
D[ lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
E
0
tU]L~ t8,u !]t Udt8.
It is easy to show that
D50)D850.
We will now show that D50 if
U]L~ t ,u !]t U5uL˙ u, Crb ~13!
for all b.1 and where C is a constant
lim
u→2‘
E
0
‘
uL˙ udt , lim
u→2‘
E
0
‘ C
rb
dt . ~14!
The limit on the LHS of Eq. ~14! is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The integrand, uL˙ u, in this limit is an integral on an St ,u , an
S2 surface ~after pull back!. One integrates uL˙ u along the null
cone Cu from t50 out to null infinity, and then takes the
limit of such integrals towards spatial infinity i0. To evaluate
FIG. 4. Pictorial of LHS of inequality ~14!. For each surface St ,u
one does the L˙ integral shown. One then integrates L˙ over Cu on
the region from t50 to t5‘ . Finally, one takes the limit of such
integrals as u→2‘ .10400the RHS of Eq. ~14!, we need to rewrite dt in terms of dr. For
a given St ,u , one defines the areal radius, r, in the following
way:
A~ t !54pr25E dmgt
where dmg
t is the area element of the S2 surface of constant
t and on a given constant-u cone
]
]t
A58pr
]r
]t
5E tr x tdmgt
) ]r
]t
5
r
2 tr x
t
,
where the overbar means averaged over solid angle. Using
the decay law for tr x t given in Appendix D
trx t;
2
r
1
Ht
r2
) ]r
]t
;11
Ht
2r ~15!
) dt512O~r21!dr .
Therefore we have
lim
u→2‘
E
0
‘ C
rb
dt5 lim
u→2‘
E
0
‘ C
rb
12O~r21!dr
5 lim
u→2‘
S E
r0
‘ C
rb
dr2E
r0
‘
O~r212b!dr D
5 lim
u→2‘
S E
r0
‘ C
rb
dr2@O~r2b!#r0
‘ D
5 lim
u→2‘
E
r0
‘
Cr2bdr
5C lim
r0→‘
F r2b112b11G
r0
‘
where we use the fact that r0→‘ as u→2‘ . Now, the RHS
of the last equality is zero as long as b.1. Since D
50)D850, we have
lim
u→2‘
L0,u
~ i ! 5 lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
Lt ,u
~ i !
Q.E.D.
We must now show that the condition given in Eq. ~13!
holds.2-4
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We now proceed to show that L˙ falls off like C/r11« for
«.0 where C is a constant. In more specific terms, at a
given point of space-time L˙ will be associated with a unique
leaf of the foliation, say St ,u , which has areal radius r. As
long as r is sufficiently large ~i.e. one is sufficiently far from
the source!, we will see that L˙ decays like 1/r11« indepen-
dent of t or u:
L˙ [
]L~ t ,u !
]t
5
]
]t ESt ,ueAVAdmgt 5£ltESt ,ueAVAdmgt
5E
St ,u
£lt~eA!VAdmg
t 1E
St ,u
eA£ltVAdmg
t
1E
St ,u
eAV
Atr x tdmg
t
5E
St ,u
£lt~eA!VAdmg
t
1E
St ,u
eAtr x
tVAdmg
t
. ~16!
The second equality, makes use of (£ltdmgt )5tr x tdmgt ,
and the third equality utilizes the fact that the rotation vector
fields are moved forward according to the rule £ltVA
5@ l t,VA#50. We will need the following:10400£ltVA5~@ l t,V# ,eA!
5~D l tV ,eA!2~DVlt,eA!
5D l tVA2VB~DBlt,eA! ~17!
5D l tVA2VBxAtB ~18!
where V means any vector. Recalling l t5fal , we obtain
£ltVA5D l tVA2VBx AtB
5faD lVA2faVBx AtB ~19!
5fa£lVA . ~20!
In the last line, use is made of the first line with l substi-
tuted for l t. Hence Eq. ~16! becomes
5E
St ,u
fa£l~eA!1eAtr xVAdmgt
5E
St ,u
fa£l~WA2„ A ln a !
1~WA2„ A ln a !trxVAdmgt . ~21!
To show the decay law of the integral above, we now
need the decay laws for the each of the quantities in the
integrand. The decay laws for the Ricci Coefficients are
given in Appendix D; we also need ln a;C8/r and ln f
;C/r ~all from @8#!. These decay laws are valid for t→‘ on
a constant u cone. However, it can be shown that the decay
laws in terms of the luminosity radius, r, fall off the same for
r→‘ , t5const ~confer Appendix E!. Hence, substituting the
decay laws into Eq. ~21! above we obtainE
St ,u
S 11 C
r
D S 11 C
r
D ~fl !VA~r22rHt!dmg0
5E
St ,uS £lS ZA2„ AC8r 1 ZA~2 !2„ tC2r2 D
1S ZA2„ AC8
r
1
ZA
~2 !2„ AC~2 !
r2
D S 2
r
1
H
r2
D D r22r@Ht2~C1C8!#VAdmg0
5E
St ,uS 2 ZA2„ AC8r2 £1r22 ZA~2 !2„ AC~2 !r3 £lr
12
ZA2„ AC8
r2
12
ZA
~2 !2„ AC~2 !
r3
1
H~ZA2„ AC8!
r3
D ~fl !VAdmg0
5E
St ,uS 2 ZA2„ AC8r2 22 ZA~2 !2„ AC~2 !r3
12
ZA2„ AC8
r2
12
ZA
~2 !2„ AC~2 !
r3
1
H~ZA2„ AC8!
r3
D ~fl !VAdmg0
2-5
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St ,u
S 2 ZA2„ AC8
r2
12
ZA2„ AC8
r2
1
H~ZA2„ AC8!
r3
D r22r~H1k !VAdmg0
5E
St ,u
S 2~H1k ! ~ZA2„ AC8!
r
1H
ZA2„ AC8
r
1O~r2~11e!! DVAdmg0
5O~r2~11e!!
)L˙ ;O~r2~11e!! Q.E.D.
In the above,5 use is made of £lr5(]r/]s)5a21f21(]r/]t);@12(C1C8)/r#(11H¯ t/2r)511const/r.
*St ,uZAV
Admg050 and *St ,u„ AC8VAdmg050 ~proved in Appendix B!
Ht5H12~C1C8! ~22!
with (C1C8)5const[k ~using p. 504 @8#!.
IV. PROOF THAT lim
u\À‘Lnull
i u˜lim
u\À‘limt\‘Lt ,u
i
lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
Lt ,u
~ i !5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
E
St ,u
eAV~ i !
A dmg
t
5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
lim
t→‘
E
St ,u
~WA2„ A ln a !V~ i !A dmgt
5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
lim
r→‘
E
St ,u
S ZA~2 !2„ AC~2 !
r2
1
ZA2„ AC8
r
D ~r22rHt!V~ i !A dmg0
5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
lim
r→‘
E
St ,u
S ZA~2 !2„ AC~2 !
r2
1
ZA2„ AC8
r
D ~r22rHt!V~ i !A dmg0
5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
E
St ,u
~ZA
~2 !2ZAH1H„ AC8!V~ i !A dmg0
5
1
8p lim
u→2‘
S Lnull~ i ! ~u !1E
St ,u
H„ AC8V~ i !A dmg0Dwhere Ht5const1H.
In the penultimate equality, use is made of
*S‘ ,uZAV (i)
A dmg050. In the last equality, one uses Eq. ~9!.
Finally, in order to complete the proof, we must show that
lim
u→2‘
E
St ,u
H„ AC8V~ i !A dmg050
or
5It is interesting to note that the final decay law given above
would also apply in the more general case: ln a;11C8/r
1O(r2(11e)).10400E
St ,u
H2„ AC82V~ i !A dmg050. ~23!
We will designate the LHS of Eq. ~23! by !. To evaluate
the integral ! we must find expressions for H2 and C82; we
will find the expressions in the given order.
A. Expression for HÀ
Using an equation on p. 508 of @8# and Z5E1„ C8 @note
that the u ~the retarded time! and J ~null ingoing sheer! that
I use below are related to the u and J of Christodoulou and
Klainerman ~CK! @8# in the following way: uCK52u and
JCK521/2J; the minus superscript on a quantity means
u→2‘#2-6
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1D C2C82V8D 2.
Now using (P2P¯ )250, J250, and Z5„(21/2„ H one
obtains
„S „S2 12 „ H D
2
5D ~C82C!22~C81V8!2.
In the above, the overbar means averaged over S2.
Next we use the gauge condition ~from @4#! that the odd
part of the sheer is zero; mathematically, one can the write
„ BSBA5«AB„ Bfeven)D S50. ~24!
Hence, recalling that C81C5const:104002
1
2 D H252~C81V8!2)
D H252~C81V8!2 ~25!
5 f ~v!. ~26!
Now, expanding H and f in spherical harmonics ~where
vPS2 e.g. u, f!, e.g. H25S l ,mHl ,m
2 Y l ,m(v), implies that
Eq. ~26! becomes
(
l ,m
l~ l11 !Hl ,m
2 Y l ,m~v!52(
l ,m
f lmY l ,m~v!
)
H252(
l ,m
1
l~ l11 ! f l ,mY t ,m~v!. ~27!
Now, we must find the harmonic coefficients f l ,m that
characterize 2(C81V8)2. Rewriting the solution for these
quantities on p. 504 of @8#, one gets~C81V8!25
1
16p F E2‘‘ du8ES2 uJu2~u8,xW !2uJ2~u8!uuxW2xW8u dm~x8!~121/2!G
2
1
8 E2‘
‘
du8 sgn~‘1u8!uJu2~u8,v!2uJ¯ 2~u8!u
where the overbar means average over S2, and dm (x8) is the differential area element of S
2 in terms of the primed coordinates,
x8. Note that sgn(‘1u8)511 and ]M (u)/]u51/32p* uJ2(u8)udmg0 gives *2‘‘ uJ2(u8)udu858(M f2M i)58DM where
M f[M (1‘) and M (2‘)5M i . Note also that we have picked arbitrary z axis and defined the coordinates u, w ~written
abbreviated as v! in usual way. We also need
1
uxW2xW u
5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
m5l 4p
2l11 Y lm
* ~u8,w8!Y lm~u ,w!
~using uxW u5uxW8u51 !
E
S2
1
uxW2xW8u
dm~x8!5E A4pY 00~u8,w8!uxW2xW u dm~x8!
54pY 00~u ,w!E Y 00* ~u8,w8!A4pY 00~u8,w8!dv8
54p
where dv85sin ududf and using F˜ (v)[8S[*2‘‘ du8uJ(u8,v)u25*2‘‘ du8uJ(u8,u ,f)u2 @S/4p5the total energy radiated
~in the proper sense! per unit solid angle emitted in the direction ~u, f! @10## we get
~C81V8!25
1
2 S 116p ES2 F˜ ~xW8!uxW2xW8u dm~x8!22DM D 2 18 F˜ ~v!28DM 
5
1
2
1
16p ES2
F˜ ~xW8!
uxW2xW8u
dm~x8!2
1
8 F
˜ ~v8!
5
1
2
1
16p E (l ,m Fl ,mY lm~v8! (l8,m8
4p
2l811 Y l8m8
* ~v8!Y l8,m8~v!dv82
1
8 (l ,m Fl ,mY l ,m~v!
5
1
2
1
4 (l ,m
Fl ,m
2l11 Y lm~v!2
1
8 (l ,m Fl ,mY l ,m~v!
52
1
8 (l ,m
2l
2l11 Fl ,mY l ,m~v!2-7
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F˜ ~v!5(
l50
‘
(
m52l
m5l
Fl ,mY l ,m~u ,w!.
Finally, using Eqs. ~25!–~27! we get
H25
1
2 (l ,m
1
l~ l11 !
l
2l11 Fl ,mY l ,m~v!. ~28!
B. Expression for C8À
In the manner above one gets
C82~v!5
1
4 (l ,m
Fl ,m
2l11 Y lm~v!22DM . ~29!
Because of the form of Eq. ~23!, we can drop the 22DM and, thus, for our purposes
C825
1
4 (l ,m
Fl ,m
2l11 Y lm~v!. ~30!
Since !, the LHS of Eq. ~23!, is an integral on a sphere we can rewrite that integral as
!52E C82„ AH2V~ i !A dmg0.
C. Symmetry makes !˜0
Therefore, if we pick, as an example, V (i)
A 5V (z)
A then „ VH25LzH2 ~with Lz5]/]f and LzY lm5imY lm! and using Eqs.
~28! and ~30! one obtains
!52E C8LzH2dmg0
5
1
4 E X(l ,m Fl ,m2l11 Y lm~v!LzS 2 12 (l850‘ (m852l8m85l8 1l8~ l811 ! l2l811 Fl8,m8Y l8,m8~v!D Cdmg0
52
i
8 E (l ,m Fl ,m2l1l Y lm~v! (l850
‘
(
m852l
m5l
m8Fl8,m8
l8~ l811 !~2l811 ! Y l8m8~v!dmg0.
Taking m8→2m8 and using Y l ,2m5Y l ,m* , one gets
!52
i
8 E (l ,m Fl ,m2l1l Y lm~v! (l850
‘
(
m852l
m85l8 2m8Fl8,2m8
~2l811 !l8~ l811 ! Y l8m8
* ~v!dmg0
52
i
8 (l50
‘
(
m52l
m5l
2mFl ,mFl ,2m
~2l11 !2l~ l11 !
52
i
8 X(l50‘ 1~2l11 !2l~ l11 ! S (m51l 2mFl ,mFl ,2m1 (m51l mFl ,mFl ,2mD C50.104002-8
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Vx and Vy as well. Hence,
E
Si ,u
H2„ AC82V~ i !A dm050.
Q.E.D.
What are the reasons this integral is zero? First, it would
not, in general be zero without the gauge condition given for
the null definition. It also relies on the invariance of the
laplacian ~both in two and three dimensions! under rotations
and on the preservation of a certain symmetry due to the
content of the integrand; it contains H and C8, both of which
are integrals of J2. Specifically, the invariance under rota-
tion of the laplacian makes the kernels of the integrals of J2
rotation invariant ~function of only distance!. In terms of the
spherical harmonic decomposition, one must have Fl ,m in
both the H2 term and the C82 terms with no other m de-
pendence; otherwise, the cancelation to give zero would not
occur.
V. CONCLUSION
We have just shown that the definition of angular momen-
tum given in @4#, valid for all retarded time at null infinity,
reduces to the ADM ~spatial angular momentum! in the limit
of retarded times infinitely far in the past. Mathematically,
this is written Lspatial ~ADM!5limu→2‘ Lnull
(i) (u). The ADM
angular momentum can be thought of as, in some sense, the
‘‘total’’ angular momentum of the space-time. The null-AM
definition should yield this ‘‘total’’ before any radiation has
had a chance to leave: that is, in the infinite past. Hence, the
proof further solidifies the correctness of the new definition.
Without the use of the gauge condition given in @4#, and
stated in Eq. ~24! of this paper, the proof would fail.
One may now ask: why does the null definition require
the gauge condition, while the spatial definition does not? At
null infinity gravity waves are constantly changing and mix-
ing the choices for S2 surfaces of integration; one has to pick
among the many possible choices. The gauge condition
makes this choice. By contrast, the spatial definition requires
no such choice, because it only gives the angular momentum
in the infinite past6 and has no changing surfaces to deal
with. Furthermore, in the case of the canonical ADM mo-
mentum @PADM50 ~the center of mass case!# considered in
this paper, one does not have to pick out the S2 surfaces that
correspond to position and thereby, for example, separate out
the spin part from the orbital part. Since the PÞ0 case does
involve such a selection, it does require a gauge condition,
but apparently for a different reason. To consider the PADM
Þ0 is an interesting and worthy project. It would involve
deciding how to define the center of mass S2 surfaces and
would even further elucidate the issue of angular momentum
in general relativity.
6Effectively, this means the spatial definition gives the ~in some
sense! ‘‘total’’ angular momentum for the space-time. This unfor-
tunately means it can give no useful conservation law. That is, one
cannot, using it, make the simple statement: a system had initial
angular momentum L, and DL escaped leaving the system with L
2DL . One can do this with the definition at null infinity.10400Several other aspects of the proof given in this paper are
worthy of note. First, the physical import of Eq. ~23!, spe-
cifically the symmetry issues and the functional dependence
of F is still to be explored and may hold significant insight.
In a similar vein, it is interesting to simply note that the
definition of angular momentum with the integrand eAVA
and the definition using the integrand WAVA do not reduce
to the same result at null infinity; this reveals something of
the subtlety of angular momentum at null infinity. Lastly, the
mathematics used to show the reduction is also interesting in
its own right, because it is a powerful tool in working in the
region far from all mass where gravity wave detectors oper-
ate.
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APPENDIX A: STRONGLY ASYMPTOTICALLY FLAT
SPACE-TIMES
Briefly, a strongly asymptotically flat space-time is one
that can be constructed from an initial data set of the type
described below.
An initial data set satisfies the condition of strongly as-
ymptotically flatness ~cf. @8#! if g and k ~the metric and ex-
trinsic curvature! are sufficiently smooth and there is a coor-
dinate system xi such that as the radius r;A( i(xi)2→‘
gi j5S 11 2Mr D d i j1o4~r23/2!
ki j5o3~r25/2!.
Note that a function is said to be om(r2k) as r→‘ if
] l f (x)5o(r2k2l);l5$0,1,...m% where ] l denote all the par-
tial derivatives of order l relative to the coordinates x1,x2,x3.
The above conditions imply that the data set is taken in the
center of mass frame (PADM50).
APPENDIX B: NULL DEFINITION CAN USE St ,u
FOLIATION
First, recall the null definition given in terms of the
geodesic-null pair ~or use the affine foliation @4,11# directly!:
Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5 lim
u5const
s→‘
1
8p ESs ,uWAV~ i !A dmg .
Using
WA;ZA /r1ZA~
2 ! /r21fl
trx;2/r1H/r21fl
dmg;$r22r~H2H¯ !%dmg0
~where superscript ‘‘0’’ means area element on S2 slice of
null infinity! gives2-9
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u5const
s→‘
1
8p ESs ,uWAV~ i !A dmg5
1
8p ESu~ZA~2 !2ZAH !V~ i !A dmg0
where use has been made of *SuZAV (i)
A dmg050. This is
proven as follows:
E
S‘ ,u
ZAV~ i !
A dmg05E
S‘ ,u
S „ BSAB2 12 „ AH DV~ i !A dmg0
52E
S‘ ,u
S SAB„ BV~ i !A 2 12 H„ AV~ i !A D dmg0
50
because V (i)
A is killing and SBA is symmetric. ~Note: from
the same argument, it is clear that *S‘ ,u„ AC8V (i)A dmg050.!
Now, using the t-null pair, in a precisely parallel way one
gets
lim
u5const
t→‘
1
8p ESt ,uWAV~ i !A dmgt 5
1
8p ESu~ZA~2 !2ZAHt!V~ i !A dmg0.
But, as given in Eq. ~24!, Ht5H1k where k is a constant so
one gets
Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5 lim
u5const
t→‘
1
8p ESt ,uWAV~ i !A dmg .
If one uses the structure equations h and k given in @11#
~originally from @8#! one can show the existence of this limit
follows in same manner as for affine foliation. For the sake
of completeness, the definition in terms of parameters that
are in principle measurable is @4#
Lnull
~ i ! ~u !5
1
8p E ~SAB„ CSCB1IA!V~ i !A dmg0. ~B1!
APPENDIX C: RICCI ROTATION COEFFICIENTS
The Ricci rotation coefficients are defined below with re-
spect to a null pair, e3 ,e4 ~where e3 , e4522 and, in the104002case used most frequently in this paper, e35 lI t, e45l t!, and
the spatial vectors, e1 ,e2 , orthogonal to these two vectors
and tangent to the topologically S2 spheres which make up
the foliation. The em are called the null tetrads.
HAB5^DAe4 ,eB&, HAB5^DAe3 ,eB&,
ZZA5
1
2 ^D3e4 ,eA!, ZZA5
1
2 ^D4e3 ,eA&,
Y A5
1
2 ^D4e4 ,eA&, Y A5
1
2 ^D3e3 ,eA&, ~C1!
V5
1
4 ^D4e4 ,e3& , V5
1
4^D3e3,e4&,
VA5
1
2 ^DAe4 ,e3&.
Note that the quantity V is not related to the quantity
labeled V8 in Eq. ~25!.
The unsuperscripted null pair, l , lI refer to the geodesic
pair ~so called because l is tangent to a null geodesic!; unsu-
perscripted Ricci rotation coefficients refer to those with re-
spect to the geodesic null pairs l , lI . Superscript t on the null
pair refers to l t5fl , lI t5f21 lI ~the S2 foliation is propa-
gated to be on a maximal hypersurface t!. The primed null
pair refers to the ‘‘standard’’ null pair: l85T1N5al8, lI8
5T2N5a21 lI8 where T is the unit normal to the maximal
~spatial! hypersurface, and N is the unit normal to St ,u in the
maximal hypersurface. Ricci rotation coefficients associated
with these null tetrads are distinguished respectively by su-
perscript t and primes.
For the standard null pair one gets ~rearranging @8#, p.
171! the results in Table I, where
TABLE I. Standard null pair (l8, lI8).
HAB8 5uAB2kAB HAB8 52uAB2kAB
ZZA85„ A ln a1eA ZZA85„ A ln f2eA
Y A850
YA85„ A ln
f
a
V85
1
2 ~2„N ln f1d! V85
1
2 ~„N ln f1d!
VA85eA5kANa5
1
u„uu
5$the lapse function of the foliation induced by u on each S t%
uAB5$the extrinsic curvature of the surfaces St ,u relative to S t%
ki j5$extrinsic curvature of the maximal slice%
5
1
2 spatial components~£Tg˜ i j!52~2f!
21] tg˜ i j
Decomposition of k : hAB5kAB , eA5kAN , d5kNN.-10
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lapse transformation7 and has the form
lTrans5a21l , lITrans5alI
where a is called the lapse function
and is any function on the S2 surface.
Note that the normalization l lI522 is preserved under a
lapse transformation. Under the lapse transformation above,
the Ricci coefficients transform as
HTrans5a21H , HTrans5aH ,
ZZTrans5ZZ , ZZTrans5ZZ ,
Y Trans5a22Y , Y Trans5a2Y , ~C2!
VTrans5
1
2 a
22Dla1a21V , VTrans5aV2
1
2 DlIa ,
VTrans5V1„ ln a .
TABLE II. Geodesic null pair (l , lI).
HAB5a21(uAB2kAB) HAB5a(2uAB2kAB)
ZZA5„ A ln a1eA ZZA5„ A ln f2eA
Y A50 YA5a2S„ A ln fa D
V52a21V81a21V850 V5
a
2 ~„N ln f1d!2
1
2 DlI8a
VA[WA5eA1„ A ln a
TABLE III. t-null pair (l t, lI t).
HAB
t 5f(uAB2kAB) HABt 5f21(2uAB2kAB)
ZZA
t 5„ A ln a1eA ZZAt 5„ A ln f2eA
Y A
t 50 YA
t 5f22S„ A ln fa D
Vt5
1
2 f
2Dl8f
21
1
f
2 ~2„N ln f1d!
Vt5
f21
2 ~„N ln f1d!2
1
2 DlI8f
21
VA
t 5eA2„ A ln f5WA2„ A ln(af)
7The physical meaning of this lapse function is discussed in @11#.
In general, the lapse function, together with its counterpart, the shift
vector, may be described as the nondynamical variable that tells one
how to move forward in time ~cf. e.g. @12,1#!.104002Hence, in terms of the geodesic null pair, l5a21l8, lI5alI8
one obtains the results in Table II, where use is made of
Dla5Da21l8a522V8)Dl8a522aV8 ~derived using re-
lations from @8#, p. 264!. In terms of the t-null pair, l t
5fl8, lI t5f21 lI8, one gets the results in Table III.
APPENDIX D: DECAY LAW FOR RICCI COEFFICIENTS
This appendix gives the decays laws for the Ricci rotation
coefficients using results from @8# and @10#. We will need the
following: for any 2-symmetric covariant tensor, HAB , on a
topologically S2 surface ~p. 40 of @8#!:
HAB5Hˆ AB1
1
2 gABtr H
where the hat means the traceless part.
In the optical-maximal foliation using the geodesic null
pair (l , lI) in a coordinate basis, the Ricci rotation coefficients
~cf. Appendix B! near null infinity are ~where e.0! seen in
Table IV.
Note that the order of V can be found by using a}1
1C8/r and the fact that C8 is independent of u.
Using the standard null pair (l8,l8) one has the results in
Table V.
)ZA5EA1„ AC8 and ZA~2 !5EA~2 !1„ AC~2 !
Using the t-null pair (l t, lI t) one has the results in Table VI.
APPENDIX E: DECAY AT NULL INFINITY GIVES
DECAY AS FUNCTION OF r ALONE
A given geometric quantity, say Q, defined on space-time
might decay like at null infinity ~on a fixed Cu as t→‘!:
Q;Q ~0 !~u ,v!1 Q
~1 !~u ,v!
r
1
Q ~2 !~u ,v!
r2
1fl .
Here vPS2, and u, t are as defined in the text. Assume all
Q (n) finite ;u .
Note here that the areal radius of St ,u can be written
r(t ,u) and Q can be written Q(t ,u).
To see that it is the same law on a fixed S t observe that
for large enough u ~which also means large r!
ruQ ~0 !~u ,v!2Q~u ,v!u;Q ~1 !~u ,v!,
where I use the fact that each point of S t is on one of the Cu
cones and that there must be a unique limit at spatial infinity.
In words, on S t , for large enough r, Q is proportional to 1/r
to leading order with proportionality Q (1)(u ,v). This is true-11
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decay law at null infinity have integer powers of 1/r . If one
wants to add or multiply many such quantities ~as one does
in the integrals in question in this paper!, it is obvious that
the resultant of such addition and multiplication will also
obey these rules.
An intuitive, simplified, way of thinking about this is to
recall that the choice of t50 in the text was arbitrary. One
can pick a starting t as large as one wishes, and, in this way,
get a large enough t on the S2 surface on the maximal slice,
S t , as one would like and thus everywhere out to null infin-
ity.
The above arguments show that the decay laws for t
→‘ apply also in general for r→‘ with t5const.
One can go further and note that for nonsingular Q (1), one
can write a decay law that is a function of r only. For ex-
ample, in the above case, let C[$max over u and v of
Q (1)(u ,v)% and get
TABLE IV. Geodesic null pair (l , lI).
Hˆ AB5SAB1O(r2e); Hˆ AB5rJAB1O(r12e);
tr H5
2
r
1
H
r2
1O~r2~21e!! tr H52
2
r
1O~r2~11e!!
ZZA5WA5
ZA
r
1
zA
~2 !
r2
1O~r2~21e!!
ZZA52
ZA
r
1O~r2~11e!!
Y A50 YA52
2„ AC8
r
1O~r2~11e!!
V50 V5O(r22)
VA[WA5
ZA
r
1
ZA
~2!
r2
1O~r2~21e!!104002Q~u ,v!;Q01 C
r
where C is a constant.
APPENDIX F: PULLED BACK QUANTITIES
In order for all of the work done here to take place on
actual spheres of unit radius at null infinity, in terms of
pulled back quantities, I will always use the appropriate dif-
feomorphism, divide by the appropriate power of the lumi-
nosity ~areal! radius defined by r5Asurface area/4p and take
the limit as s→‘ in the affine foliation. For example, the
metric g on the topological sphere St ,u will have a diffeo-
morphism fu ,t ; S2→St ,u ; it takes one from an actual S2
surface to the topological sphere St ,u . One can use the pull
back and show lims→‘fu ,t* g5g0, the standard metric on the
unit sphere. More details on this can be found in @8,10,4,11#.
TABLE V. Standard null pair (l8, lI8).
Hˆ AB8 5SAB1O(r2e) HAB5rJAB1O(r12e);
tr H85
2
r
1
H12C8
r2
1O~r2~21e!!
tr H52
2
r
1O~r2~11e!!
ZZA85
ZA
r
1
ZA
~2 !
r2
1O~r2~21e!! ZZA852
ZA
r
1O~r2~11e!!
Y A850 YA852
2„ AC8
r2
1O~r2~11e!!
V85O(r22) V85O(r22)
VA8[eA 5
EA
r
1
EA
~2!
r2
1O~r2~21e!!TABLE VI. t-null pair (l t, lI t).
Hˆ AB
t 5SAB1O(r2e) Hˆ ABt 5rJAB11O(r12e)
tr Ht5
2
r
5
H12~C1C8!
r2
1O~r2~21e!! tr H52
2
r
1O~r2~11e!!
ZZA
t 5
ZA
r
1
ZA
~2 !
r2
1O~r2~21e!! ZZA
t 52
ZA
r
1O~r2~11e!!
Y A
t 50 YA
t 52
2„ AC8
r
1O~r2~11e!!
V t5O(r22) V t5O(r22)
VA
t 5
ZA
r
1
ZA
~2!
r2
1
„ Af
r11e
where f is some particular function on S2-12
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